
A I R P O R T  L O U N G E  S E A T I N G



Okamura presents ‘ALBROAD’ - a lounge seating masterpiece.

With a structural beauty that adapts to the interior of airports and seating comfort based on human engineering;

ALBROAD delivers an ideal sense of harmony and relaxation to both space and user. 

A luxurious seating experience for airports around the world that allows you to feel

as if you were boarding a flight straight from your own living room.

For an excellent seating experience to accommodate the short waiting time before boarding a flight, 

Okamura delivers the globally cherished optimum seating. 

Delivering lounge seating masterpieces to the world
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ALUMINIUM / 23AE

Flagship model of ALBROAD
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PU / 23AU

Lounge seating balanced with 

durability and comfort
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Lounge seating

featuring a high back design

STEEL / 23AM
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STEEL / 23AMPU / 23AUALUMINIUM / 23AE

Construction

STEEL / 23AMPU / 23AUALUMINIUM / 23AE

Variations
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ALUMINIUM / 23AE
Black

Seat

Black

Back

ALBROAD’ s flagship model Aluminium 23AE is already in use at international airports in Tokyo, Osaka and Shanghai.

The ALBROAD is fitted with an aluminium shell achieving perfection and finished to extremely high standards;

realizing Japanese essence of ‘tranquillity’ through its luxurious, organic design.

ALBROAD’ s minimalistic and timeless aluminium curve,

are style foundations that have been passed on to the new models in its series; PU 23AU and Steel 23AM.

without exterior 
(and intermediate) arms

with exterior
and intermediate arms
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PU / 23AU
Black

Seat

Blue

Back

Black

Seat

Green

Back

Black

Seat

Orange

Back

Black

Seat

Black

Back

The production method used for ALBROAD’ s backrest-- integral skin foam moulding--

provides the backrest with a tough outer layer,

whilst still retaining a soft inner foam structure; creating a seat both durable and comfortable.

In addition to the ergonomically curved frame, ALBROAD PU 23AU’ s backrest and seat are fitted with a spring structure

that supports the body and promotes an ideal seating posture.

ALBROAD’ s springs are easily accessible for maintenance,

meaning comfort does not have to be compromised for convenience.

Comfortable seating is achieved by the 
spring structure. The spring strength can 
also be adjusted.

without exterior 
(and intermediate) arms

with exterior
and intermediate arms
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STEEL / 23AM

Through its organic form, ALBROAD Steel 23AM realizes an ideal seating system that’ s perfectly suited to purpose.

By adopting a high back design, the metal type model is capable of delivering the pleasures  of a Business lounge seating.

The backrest’ s unified shell softly fits to your body and allows you to sit comfortably, even without the addition of seat pads.

Through pursuing a simple structure that is attractive from any angle,

we have created a seating system that adds an effortless elegance to any setting.
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upholstered pads

without exterior 
(and intermediate) arms

with exterior
and intermediate arms
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OTHER PARTS

INFORMATION ─ OTHER PRODUCTS

OPTION PARTS

* 23AE / 23AU / 23AM

* The power source differs 
according to region. 
Contact okamura for details.

Power Unit

Spacer  ※23AM ONLY

Table

23AM

23AU

23AM

23AE

The Muffle partition system is a 
system that constructs comfortable 
environments using various 
partitioning methods. It softly 
envelopes users in an R-shaped 
space that exudes a relaxing 
atmosphere with a sense of security 
achieved by the soft, non-confining 
surfaces. This system adequately 
blocks outside distractions such as 
stares and sounds to provide the 
person inside with relief from 
tension.
This system can be used in waiting 
areas and VIP rooms.

The Sabrina is a mesh chair with 
beautiful lines and features that 
achieves a new sense of seating 
comfort combining the aspects of 
rigidity and flexibility composed of 
curved lines which flow to draw a 
delicate shape.
The distinctive ring shape and highly 
transparent mesh material 
comfortably wraps your back to 
provide a high quality seating 
comfort never seen before, making 
this chair perfect for control 
operations and office rooms.

The Runa is a series of meeting 
chairs that offers chairs with four 
legs, five, legs, or high chairs, and 
allows you to choose elbow and back 
padding, tables, shelves to store 
belongings, and more.
These chairs can match any space 
from offices and conference rooms 
to cafeterias. With its bright colors 
and casual design, these chairs 
assist with various meeting styles.

Sabrina STANDARD

23AU23AE / 23AU
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